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On behalf of our predecessor, John Ranyard, and ourselves we would like to express our thanks to those listed below who have refereed papers in 2001. With an internationally renowned peer-reviewed journal we depend heavily on our referees for a reliable assessment of submitted papers. We appreciate the time devoted by referees in assessing papers and revised versions of papers. In 2002 we move towards greater use of electronic systems for submission of papers, reviewing and record keeping and we hope this will slightly ease the burden on referees.

T Williams and J Wilson
Editors

KK Achary  S Berry  C Chu
S Agnihotri  WM Bertrand  LK Chu
U Aickelin  J Bin  KJ Chung
S Akturk  JR Birge  AR Clark
SC Albright  E Bischoff  S Clarke
D Al-Dabass  R Bishop  SR Clarke
B Alidaee  D Biskup  J Clausen
A Allahverdi  R Blackburn  RW Clouse
R Alvarez-Valdes  RB Blackham  EW Coakes
F Amador  RJ Blightman  EJ Collins
EJ Anderson  D Borenstein  B Conolly
YP Aneja  KC Bowen  WD Cook
CH Antunes  JA Bowers  AE Cooper
N Assimakopoulos  JE Boylan  WW Cooper
JB Atkinson  ME Brigden  DR Corkindale
KR Baker  J Brimberg  A Coromias
RD Baker  A Brint  J Coughlan
RM Baker  M Brown  A Coves
ZT Balkhi  RG Brown  DR Cox
G Baltas  JW Bryant  H Crauwels
R Bandyopadhyay  N Bryson  JJ Crook
J Barcelo  TF Burgess  CH Dagli
DNH Barker  FV Burstein  BD Dagnall
MJ Barnes  JA Buzacott  JS Dagpunar
AMB de Barros  C Campau  BC Dangerfield
PM Barton  MGMS Cardoso  K Darby-Downman
MR Bathe  ML Carlson  MS Daskin
JE Beasley  C Carlsson  J Davies
NB Beaumont  J Castle  RM Davies
T Bedford  P Cerone  A del Cano
PC Bell  SS Chaudhry  JMV de Carvalho
V Belton  PB Checkland  V Deineko
OS Benli  ZL Chen  R Dekker
PD Berger  AH Christer  F Della Croce